Dresden INSICHT offers its guests extraordinary guided tours and city excursions in Dresden and its closer

and further surrounding. Our competent personnel will take you away with gentleness to lovely places and
back to fantastic times.

Fees for groups with a maximum of 35 guests
Classical city tours
Duration
Fee (including tax)
2h
90,00 €
 classical guided tour
 classical city trip with guided tour
3h
105,00 €
 guided tour through the ’Neustadt’
2h
75,00 €
 every extra hour costs 40 € (Groups larger than 35 will require a second guide)
Thematic side-trips

Duration

 historical and modern industrial arch.
 religious buildings in Dresden
 watercourses, fountains and bridges

3h
4h
3h

Fee (including tax)
90,00 €
100,00 €
90,00 €

Excursions to the surrounding regions
 Meißen

a guided tour and a walk through the castle,
the cathedral and the porcelain factory, wine tasting
walking through the palace, the stud farm and the
pittoresque countryside dotted with artifical lakes
and a lighthouse
Bastei, Königstein fortress, palace and the park of
Großsedlitz

 Moritzburg

 Saxon Switzerland:
 Round trip through the historical Six-City-Alliance

Kamenz, Bautzen, Löbau Zittau, Lauban und Görlitz
(a full day excursion)

The fees for half day and full day excursions will be calculated depending on their complexity. Just ask for
reductions for small and youth groups. We look forward to helping you plan your excursions.

Fees for indivual tours
Classical city tours

Duration

 classical guided tour
 classical city trip with guided tour

2h
3h

Themenbezogene Führungen

Duration






3h
4h
3h
3 Std
3 Std
2 Std
2 Std

historical and modern industrial arch.
religious buildings in Dresden
watercourses, fountains and bridges

When I was a little boy (marks of Erich Kästner)
as 5 persons
 New town of residence Dresden
as 5 persons

Fee (including tax)
15,00 € p. p.
19,00 € p. p.
Fee (including tax)
30,00 € p. p.
25,00 € p. p.
20,00 € p. p.
18,00 € p. p.
85,00 € p. group
18,00 € p. p.
85,00 € p. group

The fee will be collected before the tour begins. Children up to 12 and under are free and 20% student
discount. Karina Schumann | Dresden INSICHT
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